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EVERYONE IS YOUR CREATION 

 

Greetings! 

Today let us speak of a concept which we will term Energy Markers.   

These are resonances of the self that you create and energetically anchor in three predominant 

places: in the Universe, on Earth (assuming that you have incarnated on Earth) and in the core 

center of Planet Earth (or any other incarnatory destination).  These energy markers are records 

of all that a person has done, experienced and offered to self and others. 

Let us explain this more clearly by citing the example of a well-known figure like Mother 

Theresa. She would have begun, from birth onwards, to place energy markers in the Universe, on 

planet Earth, and into its very core center; feeding into them her attributes. 

Now, as you well know, her predominant attributes were love and compassion; but she also had 

many others: drive, commitment, passion, focus, single-mindedness, great shrewdness, 

intelligence, wit, humour, pro-activity, the ability to manipulate people and situations 

deliberately for a desired outcome, and so on. 

All these energies would have begun to emanate from her structure from birth onwards.  She 

would have begun to record them in the data banks of all three markers simultaneously.   As she 

grew, evolved and underwent various life-experiences, her energies would continue to feed these 

markers.  This process would continue even after she shed the physical body, and moved into the 

spirit realm. 

Our examination of this soul has been from a linear, earthly perspective.  Now what about all her 

simultaneous and concurrent incarnations, in different time-lines and dimensions, each 

undergoing different experiences?  They, too, would feed the same Universal Marker, but 

different incarnatory markers. 



In another time-line, for example, Mother Theresa may not have been a compassionate social 

worker; but instead a brilliant scientist, working towards the upliftment of that particular society 

in the scientific arena.  She would then feed cutting-edge scientific attributes into her Universal 

marker, as well as into the markers of that particular society. 

You are now beginning to see how the Universal marker is a perfect store-house of all incarnated 

aspects, whereas the planetary and sub-planetary markers store information based on an 

individuated incarnation. 

If you create a mental image of what we have just described, it would look like a central point of 

great merger, dividing up into individuated strands, each with two sub-points on them.  It could 

further be viewed like a merry-go-round, with its pivotal point at the top, and various aspects 

within its umbrella canopy. 

This ‘Merry-go-around’ begins to spin, not literally, but energetically.  All points within it then 

begin to inter-mingle and merge.  The central point is therefore vibrated to an unimaginably high 

frequency.  This central Universal marker then becomes what you term the higher soul. 

You are now beginning to see that you create your higher soul; your higher soul has not created 

you.  The various ‘you’s, in differing existences and timelines, each undergoing its own 

experience, feed the Universal marker, thereby expanding the higher soul. 

Your higher soul (or your Universal marker) begins to grow very rapidly.  It then starts to merge 

with the higher souls of others who are also undergoing similar experiences.  Through this a 

magnificent canopy of merged energies is created, which you would call Universal 

consciousness.  

Now do you begin to see how you truly are God?  You create the higher soul, you create the 

Monads, and you further urge these to merge and create pure Universal Consciousness…God. 

You are the creator.  You are NOT one insignificant speck, in one insignificant incarnation, on 

one insignificant planet. 

Each one of you does this; and each one of you continues to feed into your Universal markers 

more and more knowledge, wisdom and experience.  You are constantly uploading into it the 

magnificence of your essence. 

You do not just feed into it knowledge and wisdom, but sensory experiences as well.  For 

example, living on earth you now know sensorily what it feels like taste chocolate, to experience 

the pleasures of a dip in the ocean, or the joys of physical touch.  These cannot be truly described 

in words; they need to be experienced to be understood.  You therefore also feed into your 

markers all these sensory experiences that you have garnered over lifetimes and dimensions. 



Similarly, what you consider ‘errors’ are also fed into it, not as ‘negative’ concepts, but instead 

as magnificent experiences and learning tools for other aspects of the self.  This way, they may 

tap into these experiences directly, without needing to recreate them in another existence. 

Can you please explain this concept more clearly? 

No one in this room is a current user of hard drugs.  Why? Because, in some other existence you 

have sensorally experienced what it is to be a drug addict; and now you do not need to recreate 

that experience in this lifetime.  It is already an assimilated part of your structure. 

So far, we have spoken of the Universal marker.  Let is now examine the other markers that you 

leave behind in different parts of the Universe, depending on where you have incarnated.  Let us 

use your Earthly incarnation as an example. 

As you gain knowledge, wisdom and experience on Earth, you upload it into a marker that is 

contained in your cellular structure.  This marker must serve both you and your external 

environment. 

This is clear when you examine a famous movie star, politician or scientist:  each has to work 

and grow for the self, and also benefit humanity through a film, a governing policy or an 

invention.  But even if you are not world-famous, you have emanations necessary for all those 

around you: your family and friends, business colleagues and acquaintances. 

Now the third marker, that which you implant in the core center of the planet, is the earthly 

equivalent of the Akashik records that exist in the spirit realm.   This is necessary for the 

evolution of Planet Earth, and for current and future generations. 

Again, let us examine this statement through a practical example.  A person who has been abused 

and raped through her childhood leaves this energetic awareness in her planetary marker.  This is 

a record of an earthly experience.  Anyone is permitted to tap into it, understand it, and 

experience it vicariously.   

This experience can then be used by another to avert it in that person’s life, or its energies may 

even be used to fuel another to do something about a similar situation.  The person may then be 

urged to stand up to physical abuse, or to start a support group, or to found an institution that 

helps others who have been physically abused.  Another person may benefit from these markers 

by finding the courage to stand upto an abuser in a law court, or to take other steps to bring him 

to justice. 

Another clear example is that of the energy markers implanted in planet Earth by all those who 

experienced the horrors of the holocaust.  Future generations have used these markers to go 

beyond racism and torture, and to bring about a level of unification between people.  It is the 

energies of these markers, when tapped into, that brought down the Berlin wall. 



Energy markers within the planet’s surface ensure that no experience is ever wasted.  They act 

like a repository of information and experiences, carefully filed away for future use by anyone 

who chooses to access them.   

This sounds like the internet! 

Yes, it functions in exactly the same way, but is even more comprehensive, as it goes beyond 

pure information, and also includes emotions and experiences. 

Using your internet, you can learn how to make a bomb to kill people, or how to come up with a 

cure for a certain disease to heal people.  The Net is not ‘good’ or ‘bad’: it simply offers you 

information.  You choose how to work with this. 

Therefore, one person could tap into the energy marker of a rape victim’s experience to 

perpetuate this act, whereas another could tap into it to achieve self-empowerment.  The choice 

lies with you. 

Now, let us look at this structure from an even wider perspective. In one existence, you may have 

placed a rape experience in your earthly marker.  But ‘you’ in another existence, on another 

planet, may have placed in that marker the energies of self-empowerment.  

The various markers, implanted in various incarnatory destinations Universe-wide, also 

energetically liaise with one another.  It is this energy that you tap into, when we urge you to 

connect with your various simultaneous and concurrent existences.  It is this that we refer to, 

when we say that a part of you is a rapist, and a part of you is a rape victim; part of you is a 

teacher, and part of you is a student.   

The part of that is the murderer has undergone this experience and recorded it in the appropriate 

energetic marker.  And another part of you, in another incarnation, has recorded how it feels to 

be the victim of a murder. 

The two do not ‘cancel each other out’; instead they serve and balance one another.  They bring 

the extended ‘you’ into yin-yang alignment. 

We urge you to begin to understand this, dear friends.  Today’s session is only an introduction to 

energy markers, and how you create the higher soul.  We will build upon this topic in the future, 

so that you better understand creativity and manifestation. 

You have all crossed the energetic date-line.  Having done so, you now cannot see yourselves, in 

this incarnation on Planet Earth, as the be-all and end-all of who you are.   Though you have 

intellectually understood that this existence is only part of the extended self; most have still not 

fully internalized this and made it an inner certainty. 



Now, having crossed the energetic date-line, you cannot just mentally know it; you have to 

constantly experience it.  You also have to get facile with the different parts of the self, in 

different existences. 

Friends, you are familiar with the words “Everyone is a mirror image of the self”.  You also 

know that qualities in others that really bother you are qualities that you have within the self. 

Now let us help you see how everyone else is more than just a mirror image of the self. 

If you are powerful enough to create your higher soul, it stands to reason that you also create 

everyone and everything in your life. 

Part of your programming is to emit an energy at all times, to draw to the self appropriate people 

for your growth and evolution, at any given instant of the now.  These include family members, 

close friends, acquaintances and even those with whom you interact only once in your life.   

You connect with them, and draw them into your ambit, because they are energetic reflections of 

who you are in some aspect of your life, in some marker, in some incarnation.  If they weren’t, 

you would not meet them. 

Even at a meeting like this one, wherein you interact with some, and not with others; you have 

still created everyone here from your own energy markers.  Everyone in your life, from your 

greatest enemy to your best friend, is a combination of your current earthly energy marker with 

another marker from another lifetime.  This is why no two people view a third in exactly the 

same way. 

I can understand this with people I meet regularly, but what of those I only meet once in a 

lifetime, for just a few minutes? 

He has been created by you, in that particular moment, to give you some subtle acknowledgment 

of the self.  An example: a beggar comes to your car window.  She smiles broadly.  You give her 

something, or you don’t; she moves away.  You never see her again. 

You may have created her to teach yourself that a part of you is capable of facing adverse 

circumstances from the fullness of the self.  This perhaps provokes you to review a current 

situation in which you feel small, poor and ineffective; one in which you perhaps feel 

overwhelmed.  It may then lead you to understand that you have much more internal power than 

you thought you did, and that you can approach it differently.  You suddenly know that you have 

the power to face any challenge in life with a smile on your face.   

But this only comes about when you fully acknowledge that the beggar is not just a reflection of 

the self; she is the self. 

 



The more you judge another, the more you are denying that aspect in the self.  The more you 

embrace another, the more you are acknowledging the magnificence of the self. 

There are cases of people who are extremely reclusive, and rarely interact with other humans…a 

person who chooses to live in a tiny hut in the middle of a jungle, for example.  Such people 

choose to create the same learning, not through humans, but through animals and nature.  They 

learn through an annoying squirrel, a happy bird, an invasive snake and a tranquil tree, instead of 

through human interaction. 

A part of us is experiencing the worst thing ever and the best thing ever; so does this mean we 

should not judge the experience, no matter what it is?  And, when we get to a stage when we 

don’t need any experience at all, is one where we have merged with the source? 

Yes.  At an extremely rarified level of the self, you are able to simultaneously embrace every 

possible experience so fully that is ceases to be an experience. 

However, at an earthly level, you undergo many experiences.  Embrace them as fully as possible. 

Do not judge them, but instead understand how and why you have created them, and learn from 

them.  Move through them.   

Once you have fully assimilated an experience, you do not need to repeat it, as it becomes a part 

of you.  If an experience keeps repeating itself, use that as an indicator that you have not fully 

understood or assimilated it. 

We leave you in the embrace of the HIGH LORD MITREYA. 

(Sohrab shifts energies) 

Greetings! 

A marker on earth is also left in the form of a legacy, implanted in your family, friend, and all 

those with whom you interact.  When you  think of a person who has passed over, or are 

reminded of them in some way, you are simply activating the marker that they have left behind 

inside you. 

Many such markers serve as motivation and inspiration for others: a dynamic movie star, a 

creative businessman or simply a kind and loving human being inspires others to emulate him, 

through the markers he leaves behind in others. 

At other times, these markers provoke people.  A person, for example, who has had a volatile 

relationship with a deceased parent often feels a strong and unpleasant attachment to him after he 

has departed.   

A marker, in itself, is dormant; but you choose to activate it every time you think of this person 

with love or anger. 



When you think of that person with anger or hatred, the marker is activated very sharply and 

intensively; whereas when you think of a person with love, the marker is activated in a much 

more gentle but expansive manner.  

Now understand that you keep fueling the hatred, if you continue to activate the marker in this 

way.  It is not the person tormenting you from the spirit realm. 

This marker will never vanish: it is a contractual ‘swap’ that you have made with the person.  

Each has a marker of the other in him.  But how you use the marker is your choice. 

This does not mean that you must fake love for a person with whom you have had a volatile 

relationship.  The intensity of the activated marker is simply a prod, urging you to work on the 

unresolved issue, assimilate it, and move on.  You then automatically start activating other 

aspects of the marker, such as an expansive understanding of why you created that difficult 

relationship.  You then begin to see him with new understanding and less judgment.  You 

eventually begin to see him as another ‘you’, and not as an external soul. 

Blessings from the CHRIST OFFICE. 

(Sohrab shifts energies) 

Greetings! 

A final note before we close the session.  Use today’s information, connect with your own higher 

soul, and experience it completely differently.  Touch new and interesting energetic experiences 

that you are having in different existences.  Discover different marker energies that you may 

have implanted in different parts of the Universe. 

For example, many of you are, in this lifetime, resistant to science and technology.  Go into the 

higher soul and explore magnificent scientific and technological markers that you have 

implanted in different existences.  See who you are there.  This HAS to exist. 

We do not say that you must bring it into the current incarnation, unless you desire to do so; but 

at least experience an aspect of the self that is thoroughly excited by and facile with these 

aspects. 

Go ahead!  Discover what it feels like to be a brilliant scientist, a magnificent mathematician, a 

lithe athlete or a creative techno-genius.  Experience it, and KNOW it is so.  

Blessings, joy, love and light from the ASHTAAR COLLECTIVE. 

                                       *************************************** 


